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QUESTION 1

A network administrator has updated the ArubaOS code of a standalone Mobility Controller (MC) that is used for User-
Based Tunneling (UBT) to a newer early release. Ever since the MC seems to reject PAPI sessions from the switch with
the 10.1.10.10 IP address. Also the controller\\'s prompt is now followed by a star mark: "(MC_VA) [mynode] *#" 

When opening a support ticket, an Aruba TAC engineer asks the administrator to gather the crash logs and if possible
replicate UBT connection attempts from the switch while running packet captures of PAPI traffic on the controller and
obtain the PCAP files. The administrator has a PC with Wireshark and TFTP server using the 10.0.20.20 IP address. 

What commands must the administrator issue to accomplish these requests? (Choose two.) 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

E. Option E 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

 

QUESTION 2
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Refer to the exhibit 

A network administrator deploys a standalone Mobility Controller (MC) and configures some VAPs within the CAMPUS
AP group. The network administrator realizes that none of the VAPs are being broadcasted. 

Based on the output shown in the exhibit, what should the network administrator do to solve this problem? 

A. Install MC-VA licenses, then install PEF licenses and enabled the PEF feature. 

B. Install MC-VA licenses, then reprovision the APs. 

C. Install MM licenses, then install PEF licenses and enable the PEF feature. 

D. Install MM licenses and install MC-VA licenses, then install RFP licenses. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A joint venture between two companies results in a fully functional WLAN Aruba solution. The network administrator
uses the following script to integrate the WLAN solution with two radius servers, radius1 and radius2. 
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While all users authenticate with username@domainname.com type of credentials, radius1 has user accounts with the
domain name portion. Which additional configuration is required to authenticate corp1.com users with radius1 and corp2
users with radius2? 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Users run Skype for Business on wireless clients with no WMM support over an Aruba Mobility Master (MM) - Mobility
Controller (MC) based network. When traffic arrives at the wired network, it does not include either L2 or L3 markings. 

Which configuration steps should the network administrator take to classify and mark voice and video traffic with UCC
heuristics mode? 

A. Enable WMM in a VAP profile, and explicitly permit voice and video UDP ports in a firewall policy. 

B. Confirm OpenFlow is enabled in the user role and VAP profile. Then enable WMM in a SSID profile, and explicitly
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permit voice and video UDP ports in a firewall policy. 

C. Confirm the MC is the Openflow controller of the MMs and Openflow is enabled in VAP and firewall roles. Enable
Skype4Business ALG in UCC profiles. 

D. Confirm MM is the Openflow controller of MCs and Openflow is enabled in VAP and firewall roles. Enable
Skype4Business ALG in UCC profiles. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. 
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A network administrator has created AAA profile for the corporate VAP. In addition to the regular Radius based
authentication, the administrator needs to be able to disconnect the users from either of the two servers that are part of
the "Radius" server group. 

What must the administrator do next in order to achieve this goal? 

A. Use the "Radius" server group as the RADIUS Accounting Server Group in the AAA profile. 

B. Create two new RFC 3576 servers and assign them as the RFC 3576 servers in the AAA profile. 

C. Use the "Radius" server group as both the Accounting Server Group and the RFC 3576 server in the AAA profile. 

D. Use the "Radius" server group as the RFC 3576 server in the AAA profile. 
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Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.arubanetworks.com/techdocs/ArubaOS_61/ArubaOS_61_UG/AP_Config.php 

 

QUESTION 6

Refer to the exhibit. 

A network administrator is evaluating a deployment to validate that a user is assigned the proper role and reviews the
output in the exhibit. How is the role assigned to user? 

A. The MC assigned the role based on Aruba VSAs. 

B. The MC assigned the machine authentication default user role. 

C. The MC assigned the default role based on the authentication method. 

D. The MC assigned the role based on server derivation rules. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Refer to the exhibits. 
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A user reports slow connectivity to a network administrator when connecting to AP-Garden and suggests that there
might be a problem with the WLAN. The user\\'s device supports 802.11n in the 2.4 GHz band. The network
administrator finds the user in the Mobility Master (MM) and reviews the output shown in the exhibit. 

What can the network administrator conclude after analyzing the data? 

A. 2.4Ghz band is currently congested, therefore a NIC upgrade to 802.11ac or higher is recommended so the user can
move to 5Ghz. 

B. Channel usage is high and though this device has high speed the overall client rate is low on AP-Garden, there could
be a few clients monopolizing the airtime on both bands at low speeds. 

C. User\\'s SNR value over time is lower than recommended, therefore he should either get closer to the Access Point
or increase the transmit power. 

D. 365s are low cost outdoor APs recommended for coverage design only. AP-Garden currently has more clients than
recommended and is getting congested. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

A network administrator is in charge of a Mobility Master (MM) ?Mobility Controller (MC) based WLAN. The
administrator has deployed an Airwave Management Platform (AMP) server in order to improve the monitoring
capabilities and 

generate reports and alerts. 

The administrator has configured SNMPv3 and Admin credentials on both the MMs and MCs and has created Groups
and Folders in the AMP server. 

What two additional steps must the administrator do in order to let Airwave monitor the network devices? (Choose two.) 

A. Manually add the Active MM and wait for automatic Discovery. 

B. Map the AMP\\'s IP address with a mgmt-config profile in the MM. 

C. Set the AMP\\'s IP address and Org string as DHCP option 43. 

D. Manually add each MM, MC and Access Point in the AMP server. 

E. Move "New" devices into a group and folder in Airwave. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 9

Refer to the exhibit. 
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After deploying several cluster pairs, the network administrator notices that all APs assigned to Cluster1 communicate
with MC1 instead of being distributed between members of the cluster. Also, no IP addresses are shown under the
Standby IP column. 

What should the network administrator do to fix this situation? 

A. Apply the same cluster profile to both members. 

B. Enable Cluster AP load balancing. 

C. Rename the cluster profile as "CLUSTER1". 

D. Place MCs at the same hierarchical group level. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Refer to the exhibits. Exhibit 1 
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Exhibit 2 

Exhibit 3 

A network administrator wants to allow contractors to access the corporate WLAN named EmployeesNet with the
contractor role in VLAN 40. When users connect, they do not seem to get an IP address. After some verification checks,
the network administrator confirms the DHCP server (10.254.1.21) is reachable from the Mobility Controller (MC) and
obtains the outputs shown in the exhibits. 

What should the network administrator do next to troubleshoot this problem? 

A. Permit UDP67 to the contractor role. 

B. Remove the IP address in VLAN 40. 
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C. Configure the DHCP helper address. 

D. Confirm there is an IP pool for VLAN 40. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

Refer to the exhibit. 

The network administrator must ensure that the configuration will force users to authenticate periodically every eight
hours. Which configuration is required to effect this change? 
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A. Set the reauth-period to 28800 enable reauthentication in the dot1x profile. 

B. Set the reauth-period to 28800 enable reauthentication in the AAA profile. 

C. Set the reauth-period to 28800 enable reauthentication in both dot1x and AAA profile. 

D. Set the reauth-period to 28800 in the dot1x profile and enable reauthentication in the AAA profile. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Refer to the exhibit. 

A network administrator deploys DSCP based prioritization in the entire wired network to improve voice quality for a SIP-
based IP telephony system used by the company. However, users report that calls they make from WLAN have poor
audio quality, while desktop phones do not experience the same problem. The network administrator makes a test call
and looks in the datapath session table. 

Based on the output shown in the exhibit, what is one area that the network administrator should focus on? 

A. UCC based DSCP correction 

B. WMM support on the WLAN 

C. Dynamic Multicast Rate Optimization 

D. wired network congestion 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 13

A customer wants a WLAN solution that permits Aps to terminate WPA-2 encrypted traffic from different SSIDs to
different geographic locations where non-related IT departments will take care of enforcing security policies. A key
requirement is to minimize network congestion, overhead, and delay while providing data privacy from the client to the
security policy enforcement point. Therefore, the solution must use the shortest path from source to destination. 

Which Aruba feature best accommodates this scenario? 

A. Inter MC S2S IPsec tunnels 

B. RAPs 

C. Multizone Aps 

D. VIA 

E. Inter MC GRE tunnels 

Correct Answer: B 
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